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Before you dive into this guide, here's a few other
free resources to help you learn photography:

What is Your #1 Photography Killer?

Take this 30 second quiz to find out
the #1 thing holding your
photography back.

Take Quiz

→

Free Photography eBooks

3 Free Photography Cheat Sheets

Grab 3 free photography cheat
sheets that will help you
understand the basics.

Free access to our library of 250+
downloadable (pdf) tutorials on
everything you can imagine.

Download Cheat Sheets

Download eBooks

→

→

Want quick photography tips?
Check out our friends at DailyPhotoTips.com they'll send you 1 solid photography tip
to your inbox, 5 days a week. So you can start your day right, with actionable tips to
help you on your creative journey. Subscribe now
(free for a limited time)

→
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When you mention ‘candid photography,’ I
think many people think of weddings or street
photographers.
While it’s true that candid photography is an aspect
of those two genres, it also holds a place of its own
(a genre or specialty) – at least in my mind.
Candid photography is a lot of fun. It’s also extremely
gratifying when you capture that peak moment.
What do I mean by ‘peak moment’?

Think about some candid wedding photographs that
you’ve seen in your lifetime.
Some will barely catch your eyes for a second, while
others will cause you to pause, reflect, and even
study the moment. You might even laugh out loud
if the candid photo depicts the ring bearer trying to
hold up his pants after they fell down to his ankles
while walking down the aisle.
Or you might sigh with a wash of romance when the
groom grabs a quick kiss from his new bride, and she
blushes with a huge smile.

A ‘peak moment’ candid photograph will have
meaning and interest to a viewer who
Those are ‘peak moment’ photographs.
wasn’t even there when the event
happened. It communicates the
You can capture those same compelling
moment.
photographs in your daily life!
Candid photography
is extremely gratifying
when you capture that
peak moment.
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This candid photograph was captured at a
family gathering for a birthday party. The
birthday girl is quite the cat lover. What
makes this image hold universal appeal
is the oddly ludicrous juxtaposition of
the props, the woman’s stance, and the
disinterested expressions on the elderly
people seated on the couch behind her.
This image captures peak action and
raises thought in the mind of a viewer.
Capturing this image utilized many
of the tips that you are going to learn
in this Quick Guide. Family moments
and everyday life can provide excellent
opportunities for the skilled candid
photographer.
What exactly is a candid photograph?
A candid photograph is a photograph
captured without creating a posed
appearance. This can be achieved in
many ways; for example, when the
subject is in motion, by avoiding prior
preparation of the subject, by surprising
the subject, by not distracting the subject,
or interrupting the moment during the
process of taking a photograph.
Photograph by Kent DuFault
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The key to wonderful candid photography is that
something of interest must be happening, and that
something needn’t be extraordinary. However, it
should relate in some way to a viewer when they see
it.
Let’s take a look at two candid photographs that
were created under similar conditions.
Both of the images on the next page are candid.
They were both taken on the street. (However, let’s
ignore that aspect for this conversation.)
They also have very different styles of post-processing.
(Let’s look past that as well.)
From a candid point of view, let’s look at peak
action.

You may have a point of view different from mine.
These are my thoughts:
The shot on the right has no peak action. It has no
captivating point of view. It doesn’t say anything to
me about the people, the moment, the scene, the
location, or the mood; nothing. There is no sense
of drama or communication. It’s a snapshot (in my
opinion).
The photograph on the left does capture an
interesting candid point of view.
It depicts two young fashion-oriented millennial
adults walking past a much older woman, who has a
very different sense of fashion.
Now, whether this is what really was happening or
not, their expressions depict a sense of disgust and
disinterest. Those expressions were vastly important
to the peak action of this shot. This is peak action
that creates drama.
Look at a larger version of this image (on page 6)
after my post-production tweaks.
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Here is what you will learn:
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Flash or no flash
Strategic positioning
Fluidity
Shooting with both eyes open
Pre-focus
Focus points
Shooting from the hip
Using an auto-exposure mode
Shoot with a burst or not
Using auto ISO
Faces, expression, action (FEA)
Recommended Reading: Want
to learn how to make your photos
stand out from everyone else’s? Grab
a copy of Photzy’s premium guide:
Effective Storytelling.

Photograph by Kent DuFault

There is a lot happening in this
shot that sends out a wave of mood
and emotion. The expressions
are obvious. However, the body
language is equally important.
In this type of candid scenario,
you will have less than a second
to create the shot. The techniques
discussed in this guide will help
you develop those skills.
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FLASH OR NO FLASH?
Most candid photographers will tell you,
“Don’t use an electronic flash.”
In general, that’s good advice as an
electronic flash attracts a lot of attention.
With that attention comes an altered state
of mind for everyone that is aware of it.
It’s hard to get candid photographs when
everyone is painfully aware of what you
are doing.
However, there are times where an
electronic flash is necessary to get the
shot. Getting the shot is better than
getting nothing, or even getting a bad
photograph.
You must use your skills as a
photographer to determine when an
electronic flash is necessary.
Another criticism of electronic flash in
candid photography is that it can create
unrealistic lighting, as seen in the image
on the left. This type of lighting can be
used for creative effect. Look at the image
on page 9. An electronic flash was used
Photograph by Kent DuFault
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to create that image. Yet, it’s really impossible to tell.
To achieve a realistic look while using an electronic
flash (in general), you want the exposure level of the
flash to be about 1/2 to 1 stop less light than the
exposure for the ambient light. How do you set that
up?
Key Lesson: When using an electronic
flash for candid photography, set your camera
to an auto-exposure mode. I prefer using
shutter priority, so that I can be assured that I
will not have any camera shake in my images.
Set your ISO setting to Auto. If you like, most
cameras will allow you to set up a maximum
parameter so that the ISO will not go higher
than you wish. Turn your electronic flash on.
Go to the flash exposure compensation
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setting. Set it to ‘-3/4.’ Take a few test shots to
see if the light output from the flash balances
out with the ambient light. Adjust the exposure
compensation up or down as necessary. These
are the exact steps that I took when doing
candid photography on Saint Patrick’s Day
(image on page 7). Here is another tip to keep
in mind: In candid photography, you will be
shooting quickly, so when using electronic flash
look for developing scenes where the subject
isn’t standing next to a wall or other people.
This eliminates ugly shadows on the
background.
Whenever possible, keep your electronic flash off.
However, it is better to use a balanced electronic
flash than to drive your ISO setting up so high that
you develop extensive noise in your image.
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STRATEGIC POSITIONING
Strategic positioning takes place in one
of three ways: the location of the subject,
the location of the camera, and the
location of the subject and the camera.
Every candid situation will present you
with a new challenge. In some cases, you
may have the ability to alter one, two, or
all three of the possibilities listed in the
previous paragraph. In other cases, you
won’t be able to.
The image on the left was a candid
shot taken during a theatrical show. My
position, as the photographer, was fixed. I
could not move.
The performer was moving virtually the
entire time. I was limited, from a candid
POV, to where the subject was located.
To compound the challenge was the
lighting. No electronic flash was allowed,
and the interior was quite dark.

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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Experience told me that I needed the performer to
be in ‘the stage lights’ to get a candid shot.
Knowing that, and with my camera at the ready, I
followed her around the room through my viewfinder
and waited for peak action to occur.

Next we are going to discuss ‘fluidity.’ Fluidity and
positioning are closely tied components to candid
photography. In strategic positioning you want to
take the following into account:
·· The subject

At one point she stopped in a spotlight, hit a
particularly high note in her song, and raised her
hands. Everyone laughed, cheered, and clapped.

·· Is the subject moving?

I was ready, and I got the candid shot.

·· Is the subject interacting with something, or
someone, or is the likelihood of that about to
happen?

That moment that I just described to you is known
as FEA (faces, expression, and action). We will come
back to FEA later in the guide, as it is extremely
important.
Key Lesson: In candid photography, first
determine your technical camera settings so that
you no longer have to think about that part of
the process. (Yes, use the camera raw setting.)
Determine what you can control. Can you
move? Will the subject move? Can you both
move? Then look around the scene. Is there
anything you most definitely wouldn’t want in
the picture? Set yourself up accordingly. Shoot
with both eyes open so that your peripheral
vision helps you to anticipate peak action.
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·· Where is the light source or sources?

·· What will peak action be?
·· What is behind the subject?
·· What is to camera left and right of the subject?
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FLUIDITY
This is one of the more ironic aspects of
photography. Photography captures a still
image of a moving world.
Rarely is the world standing still, and this
is especially true in candid photography.
Positioning is one aspect of fluidity.
Fluidity is the idea that everything is
moving. Positioning is anticipating fluidity
to take advantage, hopefully, of the
fluidity.
The image on the left is a great example
of this concept.
Everything in this picture was moving.
My candid subjects were the two women
in conversation on the green couch.
I worked out my ‘positioning’ based on
their location and their surroundings.
Photograph by Kent DuFault
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As I watched the women through my viewfinder,
I became aware of a sense of movement that was
almost musical in nature as people moved in and out
of the scene.
I grabbed a couple shots quickly, because I didn’t
want the scene to dissipate if the women suddenly
got up and left.
I then let the fluidity develop. The image on the
previous page was the right moment, as the
individuals surrounding the green couches formed
a perfect frame around my subject, and at the same
time added a story to my candid shot.
In candid photography don’t be afraid to start
shooting and keep shooting. However, in most cases
I’m not a huge fan of using burst mode for shooting
fast frames. More on that in a few pages.
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Key Lesson: Fluidity is the movement of
objects throughout your scene. Once you’ve
identified a potential candid photograph,
study the fluidity even as you are determining
your positioning. At first this will take time and
thought on your part, and you will likely miss
shots. However, with practice, these thoughts
and decisions on positioning and fluidity will
happen within microseconds. Even as your
brain is forming a plan, you will already be
moving, evaluating, and positioning.
Recommended Reading: Want to learn how
to make your photos stand out from everyone
else’s? Gab a copy of Photzy’s premium guide:
Effective Storytelling.
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SHOOTING WITH
BOTH EYES OPEN
As you develop your skills with strategic
positioning and fluidity, another super
important skill is to learn to shoot with
both eyes open.
Having both eyes open allows you to
evaluate everything that’s going on
around your subject.
You won’t develop tunnel vision onto
your subject while ignoring what was
happening around the subject.
The image on the left is a great example
of this technique at work. This image was
taken on Valentine’s Day.

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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The man and the woman had clearly been drinking,
as I observed them. I was walking toward them with
my camera raised, as they were having quite a lot of
fun together.
I had both eyes open, which brought to my
attention the approaching policeman, as well as the
disinterested pedestrian on the left. Including those
elements added story and created a stronger candid
photograph.
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Key Lesson: Using your hands, cover up
the two men on the left of this image. Next,
cover up the policeman, and leave the two
men in the shot. Finally, cover up both the two
men and the policeman. Any alternate framing
weakens the composition, the mood, and the
story of this candid photograph. Practice
shooting with both eyes open; study the
surroundings of your subject while also
(simultaneously) framing up your shot within
the viewfinder.
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PRE-FOCUS
Pre-focus is a technique where you
remove the lens and camera from the
auto-focus setting. You then manually
focus the lens on your subject. Finally,
you wait for the right candid moment to
develop.
This was the case with the image on the
left.
When I first noticed the man sitting on the
bench, he was quietly looking out at the
ocean.
Nothing was happening, and that lacked
any candid spark (FEA) to give it appeal.

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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I chose a strategic position based upon the man, the
bench, the tree, and the ocean.
I pre-focused on the man.
Part of my candid decision-making process occurred
because I had both eyes open, and I noticed a family
approaching behind me and to my left with a bag of
bread to feed the seagulls.
When the birds noticed the family, they swooped in
from in front of the man and to his right.
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My strategic positioning and pre-focus took
advantage of the fluidity of the birds, and I captured
a compelling candid moment of this man, and he
never even moved.
Key Lesson: An excellent technique, in
candid photography, is to find an interesting
scene with the potential for peak action. Prefocus on your subject and then wait for an FEA
moment to occur.
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FOCUS POINTS
Modern digital cameras have numerous
focus points.
Under certain circumstances, using all of
the focus points can be helpful.
The problem with that is that you are
giving the camera complete control over
where to place the critical focus.
Critical focus is the exact plane where the
lens is set to focus.
Everything outside of that plane, even a
minute 1/2 inch, will be slightly out of
focus no matter what your aperture and
depth of field are.

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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Depth of field provides the illusion of focus. However,
it is not the point of critical focus.
In many cases that won’t matter unless you’re a
perfectionist like me.
I like to place the critical focus where I want it.
That typically means that I use a single focus point or
a small grouped set of focus points. I rarely have the
camera set to use all of the focus points.
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In the image on the previous page, my critical focus
was placed on the woman’s face. Using numerous
focus points could have easily shifted the critical
focus to a plane behind her, which likely would have
ruined the moment, and I would have missed the
shot.
Key Lesson: In candid photography, you
are better suited to using a single focus point
or a small group of focus points. Using all of
the focus points is better suited to telephoto
lenses and fast-moving objects such as sports
or birds.
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SHOOTING FROM THE HIP
“Shooting from the hip” is a term I’m sure
that you’ve heard.
If not, what this term means is to preset
the camera settings and then shoot your
candid images with your camera down
by your side. You never look through the
viewfinder.
This technique generally works best with
a wide-angle lens, and then setting the
camera to an auto-exposure mode, auto
ISO, and the maximum number of focus
points.
Photographers use this technique
because it raises less attention than
bringing the camera up to their face.

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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The downside to it is that you really have no
idea what you’re getting. It’s going to be a
surprise because you are not composing the shot
thoughtfully.
Some describe this technique as “spray and pray,”
because you shoot like crazy and then hope you get
something worthwhile.
The image on the previous page was taken using
this technique, and while I don’t think it is an awful
image, it could have been better composed. I
sprayed and prayed and got a lukewarm result.
If you’re uncomfortable photographing strangers
candidly, it is a good way to get your feet wet.
However, I recommend that as soon as your
confidence level permits, step away from using it.
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Key Lesson: When setting up for shooting
from the hip, use a wide-angle lens. Use an
auto exposure mode. I prefer shutter priority,
because then I know I won’t get camera shake.
Camera shake can become more of an issue
when shooting from the hip, because you
aren’t holding the camera properly. Use auto
ISO with a maximum limit set (if possible).
Choose settings that give you a mid-level
aperture, something in the range of f/5.6, f/8,
or f/11. Use all of your camera’s focus points.
Also, use a camera strap. As the camera hangs
down in front of you, push down on it slightly.
The camera strap will then help steady the
camera as you release the shutter. Point the
camera in the general direction of the candid
moment. Give yourself room to ‘fix’ the
composition in post-production.
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AUTO EXPOSURE MODES
Auto exposure modes are a huge benefit
to the candid photographer.
All those comments that you hear about
getting off of auto and only shooting in
manual mode… well, you can throw them
right out the window.
Using an auto exposure mode allows
you to concentrate on “FEA” (faces,
expression, and action).
FEA is the lifeblood of great candid
photography. You can fix an image
(especially in camera raw) that has an
exposure issue. You cannot, however,
replace or fix missed peak action, no FEA,
or a poor expression.

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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Key Lesson: Go online and research some
of the world’s most infamous photojournalistic
images. Notice how FEA plays a key role in
virtually every photograph.
So, which auto exposure mode should you use?
Honestly, that’s personal preference.
A lot of photographers favor aperture priority mode.
I’m not really sure why that is.
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In all of my years of professional photography, I’ve
had to evaluate a lot of photographs taken by myself
and by other photographers. When an image is
technically flawed, it is almost always due to camera
shake. Rarely is there a problem with depth of field,
especially in candid photography. If you’re properly
placing critical focus, depth of field is less of a
concern.
I prefer shutter priority mode.
The only auto modes I don’t recommend are ‘Full
auto’ (the green box on Canon or the green camera
on Nikon).
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TO BURST OR NOT
TO BURST?
I’ve mentioned FEA a few times in this
guide. Is FEA always required for candid
photography?
The image on the left has no face, thus no
‘facial’ expression. However, it has action,
and through that action it intimates
‘expression.’ These are my thoughts.
Some of you may agree with that and
some may not.
I happen to really love this candid shot. It
says something in such a subtle way.
Those comments lead into my thoughts
on using the burst mode or not using
the burst mode when shooting candid
photography.

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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I’m not a fan of using the burst mode, and here is
why: it tends to make a photographer lazy.
Rather than using their skills of FEA, pre-visualization,
and timing, they tend to rely on the speed of the
camera shutter to capture the perfect moment.
After doing photography for decades, I have come
to believe that the camera captures the ‘perfect
moment’ in burst mode far less often than it does. (In
the old film days, we called it the ‘motor drive.’)
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Burst mode is for sports and birds. Why do I say that?
Sports and birds are not so reliant on FEA.
Key Lesson: Save burst mode for your
sports and bird photography. If you desire to
create compelling, award-winning, candid,
photojournalistic-style images, then it is
imperative that you develop your skills with
FEA, pre-visualization, anticipation, and timing.
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AUTO ISO
I often preach about not letting the
camera take control of your photography.
Auto ISO is an exception. Camera
technology has advanced so much in
the area of digital noise that the auto
ISO setting can relieve you of a technical
matter that isn’t necessary for your
constant attention.
Most cameras allow you to set parameters
for the Auto ISO setting. I have three
cameras that I use regularly. I have the
upper limit parameter for two of the three
cameras set in the Auto ISO setting.
·· Panasonic LUMIX GX-85 camera:
maximum Auto ISO – ISO 800
·· Nikon D750 camera: maximum Auto
ISO – ISO 6400
·· iPhone 8+: maximum Auto ISO – no
setting available

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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Key Lesson: Every digital camera has a
point where the ISO will begin to show
significant digital noise as you raise the setting.
Typically, noise will show up first in the
shadows. Once noise begins to show up, it will
increase exponentially as the ISO is raised. Do
some testing with your cameras to find out
where that point is. Find out at what ISO
setting the electronic noise becomes
unacceptable to you. Then use that setting as
your upper limit parameter for the Auto ISO.
For my LUMIX mirrorless camera, my testing
revealed that the ISO became bothersome to
me above ISO 800. This doesn’t mean that I
never use the camera above ISO 800. It simply
means that I don’t want it randomly going
above ISO 800. I want to make that choice. My
Nikon D750 can go as high as ISO 6400 with
very little visible noise. My iPhone 8+
automatically sets ISO. However, it handles
digital noise remarkably well.
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Recommended Reading: Want to learn how
to make your photos stand out from everyone
else’s? Grab a copy of Photzy’s premium guide:
Effective Storytelling.
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FACES, EXPRESSION,
AND ACTION (FEA)
FEA is so important to candid
photography that I thought we would
close the guide by evaluating a number
of images for FEA.
The image on the left displays FEA. I
wanted to make a quick point. FEA can
include, and often does include, body
language. When practicing your timing
for FEA, do not fully concentrate your
visual acuity onto the face. Watch the
body as well.

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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Is this a candid photograph? Does it
reflect FEA? The answer is “yes” to both
questions. A distant candid photograph
can be just as effective as a close-up shot,
if it includes FEA.

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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FEA is an acronym for faces, expression,
and action. In the image on the left, we
certainly have a face and an expression.
Do we have an action? Yes, we do.
In photography, try to put aside the idea
of literal meanings and explanations.
Think as an artist.
The action here is that the man is
standing guard. He is not physically
moving at all. There is an implied action.
If I had tried to run through that door,
then his implied action would become
immediately apparent!
Implied action can satisfy FEA.

Photograph by Kent DuFault
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Photograph by Kent DuFault
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Self-Check Quiz:
1)

What is the definition of a candid
photograph?

8)

What are focus points, and how should you
use them in candid photography?

2)

What does peak action create that is
important to candid photography?

9)

What is the downside to shooting from the
hip?

3)

True or False: Never use an electronic flash
for candid photography.

10) Which auto exposure mode do you prefer
for candid photography and why?

4)

What is strategic positioning?

5)

How does fluidity affect your candid
photographs?

11) Why is using the burst mode a bad idea for
the candid photographer?

6)
7)

True or False: It’s better to shoot with one
eye closed to eliminate distractions.

12) Which parameter should you test for, and
set, on your camera that relates to ISO?
13) What is FEA?

Describe the pre-focus technique.
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Hey there!
Let's get real for a minute... Learning photography can be super challenging! But
we're here to help you every step of the way! Here are 3 of our most useful (and
FREE!) photography resources:

3 Free Photography Cheat Sheets

Grab 3 free photography cheat
sheets that will help you
understand the basics.

Download Cheat Sheets

→

Free Photography eBooks

What is Your #1 Photography Killer?

Take this 30 second quiz to find out
the #1 thing holding your
photography back.

Take Quiz

→

Free access to our library of 250+
downloadable (pdf) tutorials on
everything you can imagine.

Download eBooks

→

Want quick photography tips?
Check out our friends at DailyPhotoTips.com they'll send you 1 solid photography tip
to your inbox, 5 days a week. So you can start your day right, with actionable tips to
help you on your creative journey. Subscribe now
(free for a limited time)

→
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Congratulations! You’ve completed
this Photzy guide!
If you liked this candid photography tutorial,
check out this premium guide on how to
effectively create the most memorable images
that you can be proud of: Effective Storytelling.

Kent DuFault is a professional photographer and author.
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/kentdufault/
Flickr: https://www.flickr.com/people/35449761@N04/
Clippings: https://www.clippings.me/kentdufault
Gurushots: https://gurushots.com/kentdufault
500px: https://500px.com/kentdufault

IF YOU’D LIKE TO CONTINUE
LEARNING AND IMPROVING
YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY PLEASE
VISIT PHOTZY.COM
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